longer possible to bring animal sacrifices. STUDY OF THE LAWS OF SACRIFICES AND THE SERVICE AT THE TEMPLE IN JERUSALEM AND PRAYERS THAT MENTION THE SACRIFICES THAT WERE BROUGHT SUBSTITUTES FOR ACTUAL ANIMAL SACRIFICES. See Talmud Bavali Menochot 110 A

CHRISTIANS HAVE NO RIGHT TO DICTATE TO JEWS OR TO ANY ONE ELSE HOW TO SERVE GOD OR SPELL OUT WHAT THEY ARE TO DO OR NOT DO IN THE CONTINGENCY THEY ARE NOT ABLE TO BRING SACRIFICES BECAUSE THE TEMPLE WAS DESTROYED.

JEWS DO NOT DICTATE TO CHRISTIANS HOW THEY ARE TO SERVE GOD WHAT SACRAMENTS THEY ARE TO HAVE AND THE CONTENTS OF THEIR SACRAMENTS.

See Maimonides - his introduction to Guide to the Perplexed, who discusses the ART OF PROPAGANDA USED BY THE CLERGY OF THE MYSTERY RELIGIONS. The Christian clergy stepped into their shoes and succeeded to sell their religion to billions over 1700 years. A major work of psychology can be written as to the techniques employed by the popes and monks to sell Christianity.
A cardinal principle is to convince their votaries that the Pope is the temporal representative of God and Jesus himself. The Pope is holy and all his pronouncements are infallible.

This technique was likewise used by all dictators starting with the Greek and Roman emperors who assumed the mantle that they were the sons of the mystery religion gods. The Japanese emperors assumed that they are deities the sons of the sun god. The Popes embellished this claim in order to get obedience by claiming that they inherited the mantle of Jesus and are his vicars on earth.

Everything that they declare is infallible. This form of mass hypnosis is
employed by all dictators- Hitler Stalin and the Khumenis. The people who obey them are the victims of mass hypnosis who fall under their spell. They are the jihad terrorists and suicide bombers who follow blindly the godly orders of the cult leaders - Osama bin Laden or Al Queada. Obedience is rewarded and questioning is severely punished. Thus is the tragedy of the 21st century- that the dark ages have never really disappeared. Erich From a great psycho analyst wrote 75 years ago that many individuals are afraid to think and make decisions. They prefer to follow orders and not have to take responsibility of facing the consequences of thinking and following their conscience and do the right and moral thing. That is how we can explain -though certainly not justify the behavior of many Europeans who abandoned the Jews during the Nazi era. This pseudo psychology that explains human behavior is why Jews must possess the land of Israel so Jews can and will fight to ensure that an other holocaust does not occur again - God forbid.

The pagan Christians highjacked the movement from the Ebyonim and injected all the concepts of the Middle Eastern and Far Eastern Mystery Religions that became an integral part of Christianity. Christianity mirrored the theology philosophy ethics psychology and character traits and Roman and Greek judicial system of the pagans whom the Church converted. The judicial system and laws of Greece and Rome were incorporated into Roman Catholic ecclesiastic law. There was no break at all with the past. . What ever was accepted and legal in the past was used as a precedent for the future. The same hatreds and prejudices against Jews that existed before Christianity took over was embellished and Jesus was substituted as the victim of Jewish wickedness and evil. See Edward Flannery The Anguish of the Jew chapter 1
The editors of the Popes were totally illiterate of Hebrew and Jewish concepts and thinking thought they could corrupt Jewish thinking and the Jewish Bible to their newly concocted version of the Middle Eastern Mystery religions. What they did not realize is that by introducing the Jewish connection to Jesus they unraveled their entire story and proved that they fabricated the entire passion of Christ. Once you admit that Jesus was Jewish, which he was, and observed Judaism and Jewish Law was truth and willed by God. Jesus preached the basic tenets of the Jewish faith that Torah and Mitzvot are eternal. The Jewish law once given by GOD TO MOSES - both the written and Oral -are eternal and can never be changed in part or entirely by heavenly decree. Lo bashomaim hi. For Torah decisions must be interpreted and administered only by humans. That is why the Rabbinical Court is referred to as Elokim. The humans mortals who act like God.
Jesus preached that considering any man as a god was idolatry for Jews. This was the crime that was committed by the murder of the prophet Zecharia whom the editors of the Popes in the New Testament charge was the reason for the Jews being displaced by the Christians. The editors apparently failed to research what was the prophet Zecharia admonishing King Yoash in the Holy Temple on the most sacred day of the Jewish calendar on Yom Kippur? Chronicles 2 chapter 24 verse 20, 21, 22 and Lamentations chapter 2 verse 20 relates the reason. King Yoash held himself out as a god and was so recognized by many of his nobles. This was the greatest danger for the survival of Judaism as was proven by the last 1700 years of history. Prophet Zecharia was addressing the future danger for Judaism by Christianity. King Yoash was punished immediately by God for killing the prophet Zechariah losing a war launched by Aram - modern Syria and being wounded. While he was recuperating in his bed, he was murdered by two trusted aids. Chronicles 2 chapter 24:23-26. Thus Divine Providence - God - punished him immediately for his crime. His son Amatzyohu after he was installed King and secured his position killed the assassins who murdered his father, but did not harm their children. The reason given in Chronicles 2 chapter 25:4 is because in the Torah of Moses it is stated that children are not to die for the sins of their fathers. Each man shall die and be punished only for his sins.

Thus these two events refute the position of the Church that holds all Jews hostage for the thumped and manufactured fabrication by the editors of the pope in the New Testament that the Jews abated in the crucifixion of Jesus. Therefore all Jews to eternity are damned even though they were not even born...
The Jews were exiled after the destruction of the first Temple because they worshiped idols committed murder and adultery. Jews during the first 1000 years that they were in the Land of Israel lapsed into the worship of idols in conjunction with the worship of God. They may have held a loose federation of God and the idols. This was the reason Elijah rebuked them “How much longer are you going to worship God and the idols? Choose either worship God or the idols. You can not have both.”

When the Jews returned from Babylonia and built the second Temple Jews no longer worshiped any idols and did not worship any man as a god. That is why the Roman Empire Exempted the Jews from worshipping their religion that had a man god born from a virgin - the carbon copy what Christianity later developed. The Jews sacrificed their lives in the story of Chanukah rather than accept the Greek gods and also the belief in a man god. Channah and her seven children chose death rather than surrender their belief in ONE God.

Thus to state that Jesus is a man god and only one who accepts him as such can have salvation and that the Jews were replaced because they refused to accept this belief, is placing facts on their head. A Jew is mandated to sacrifice his life the same as the prophet Zecharia did rather than accept such a belief. The very acceptance is considered for a Jew idolatry. Never in a zillion years would Jesus who was a scholar and saint and observed meticulously all Jewish laws have ever agreed or accepted such a belief. Yes, Jesus would have agreed to be crucified if he was given a choice of baptism to the Christian concept of salvation or death. Rambam Mada Yesodei Hatorah chapter 5:3,4 Talmud Bavali Avodah Zorah 27 Talmud Bavali Kesubot 19a ;Shulchan Aruch Yoreh Dayoh 157:1

The editors of the Popes in the New Testament corrupted the basic
tenets of Judaism that Elokim refers to the judicial system the court or courts as a whole and not to any individual and converted the meaning that it referred to Jesus that he was a deity. Similarly out of pure ignorance they corrupted other concepts and gave them pagan meanings and colorings.

All the mystery religions claim that they replace all prior existing religions. However, the Christians do not mention all these confederate mystery religions. They claim that they replace Judaism. Since Jews will not of course accept that God is to be compartmentalized, they replace Jews as the chosen people and they the Christians replace the Jews for all the blessings made to Abraham. This is the most ridiculous and preposterous theology ever enunciated. Abraham was prepared to have himself killed because he revolted against paganism that was another form of compartmentalizing God. He was thrown into a fiery stove because of his stand and crusade for his belief in one God and Unitarian belief in one God. Now the Christians claim to do the will of God by embracing another form of compartmentalized theology that is forbidden for Jews. They now preach that Jews are mandated to accept their version of this theology!!!!

And all the Jews who embrace the Unitarian belief in one God are to be abandoned!!!! This contradicts the Biblical statements that states “for God is not man that he should lie or the son of man that he changes His mind. God when He makes a statement or promises such promise is eternal and can never be withdrawn.” Bamidbar parshes Balak Numbers 23:19; “The Eternal God of Israel does not lie nor does He change His mind for He is not a man who changes His mind.” Samuel I 15:29 Therefore blaming Jews for forcing Pilate to crucify Jesus, otherwise they would riot is a blood libel that was responsible for the deaths of millions of Jews and was the driving force that nurtured the Nazi Holocaust of six million Jews and millions of non-Jews.

This is a topsy turvy situation of putting religion on its head. the God of the Jewish Bible does not get married virgins pregnant. Would God have wanted to create another man in his image He could have created a man the same way He created Adam. The God of the Jewish Bible does not need human sacrifices or the sacrifices of man gods. The story of Abraham being stopped by God from sacrificing
Isaac suffice.

However the election of Christianity was short lived. Within 100 years Christianity was replaced by Islam in 625. By 750 half of the Iberian Peninsula Spain all of Northern Africa and Asia Minor including Judea was under the control of the Moslems. By 1445 all of Turkey was in the control of the Moslems and the Eastern part of the Roman Empire was destroyed. The Barbarians destroyed the Western half by the year 600. The Renaissance, the industrial revolution followed by the American and French revolutions and the supremacy of science and atheism and separation of Church and state dealt a death blow to the hegemony and control of the Church on the minds of man. WITH ALL THE DOWN SIDES OF A SECULAR SOCIETY AND ALL THE CHALLENGES IT POSES FOR THE FUTURE IT IS THE GARDEN OF Eden.

PROOF THAT THERE EXISTS God is brought from the fact that God endowed all man’s minds to be different and elect to belong to different religions. Some religions do not give the votaries the right to make his/her own decision. Thanks to the fact that there exist close to 200 different denominations of Christianity and thousands of denominations of other beliefs man can exist.

GOD -ELOKIM- IS THE SYMBOL AND ULTIMATE AUTHORITY OF JUSTICE LAW ORDER AND EQUITY. REVEALED RELIGION IS WONDERFUL FOR ALL PEOPLE -EACH ACCORDING TO THEIR OWN FAITH; PROVIDING THE PEOPLE AND RELIGIOUS LEADERS HONESTLY ADMINISTER JUSTICE LAW ORDER AND EQUITY.

The following citations from the Bible substantiate this fundamental principle.

Micha 6:8 states "I will tell you man what is good and what God seeks from you -only to do justice love kindness and walk privately with out fanfare with God". See Zecharia 7: 8. 9 "And God spoke to Zecharia and stated With justice and truth you shall judge with kindness and mercy you shall behave each
man with his brother. Widows orphans and stranger and poor people you shall not rob. You shall not even think evil in your hearts how to hurt another human being." See Isaiah 1:16, 17 "Cease your evil ways from my [God's] eyes". "Learn Torah - the truth well pursue justice judge the orphan and plead the case for the widow." See Melachi 3:22 "Remember The Torah of Moses my servant that I commanded him at Sinai for all the Jews to eternity both ritual laws nd laws between man and man". There will never be any other laws. Melachi was the last prophet. There existed thousands of Prophets. Only 48 prophets males and 8 prophetesses were recorded because their message has relevance for all future generations. All of them call to do justice and act with mercy and kindness to all humans regardless of race sex color national origin or religion.

Christianity has been accepted by 1 billion Catholics and 1 billion other Christians all over the world. Regardless what non Christians believe and elect not to accept the basis of the Christian faith of the crucifixion; nevertheless, for Christians such negation is sacrilegious and insulting. The reality exists that 2 billion people in the world today accept such concept as the word of God. I THEREFORE AGAIN APOLOGIZE TO ALL MY READERS. I RESPECT FROM THE DEPTHS OF MY HEART ALL THEIR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND HAVE NEVER MEANT TO DISPARAGE THEM; EVEN IF I DO NOT SHARE THEIR CONVICTION OF THEIR TRUTH.

I am not writing to offend Christians but to protect Jews who are unlearned and are bombarded by missionaries to convert and abandon Judaism. I was faced with a choice of protecting these Jews or not possibly offending Christians. I chose to protect the unlearned Jews. I apologize if I have offended any Christian. It was not my intention to offend any one. As I have mentioned numerous times Judaism has no quarrel with Christianity and preaches that all Christians will have salvation if they also are good citizens and follow the laws of their state and country. Judaism only takes offense when Judaism for Jews is assailed and the right
of the Jew to elect to remain alive physically and live his or her life as a Jew is put in question.

When the legitimacy of Judaism is challenged then Jews must respond.

THE Jewish Bible Kings I chapter 19 verse 11-12 describes how God appears to man. Elijah was told by God that there would appear a thundering storm but God is not in that thundering storm. There would appear great illumination of fire but God is not in that fire. After the fire there would appear a low voice hardly audible. God appears in this hardly audible voice.

Elokim in the Hebrew language means power omnipotence. It also denotes justice and is referred to God who is the ultimate source of justice and Omnipotence as well as the Rabbinical Court who administer justice and has the power and authority from the torah given by God 3500 years ago at Sinai when he gave the Torah. See Exodus 21:5 see Babylonian Talmud Yevomos 114:16.17b.22a ;Yerushalmi Yevomot chapter 1:29b tractate avodim chapter 3 Rambam Avodim chapter 3 :10,11. : see also Expdus 22: 7 and 8 Talmud Bava Kama 63b,107bBava Metzia41b ;Sanedhrin 2b 3b56bYerushalmi Sanedhrin chapter1:1; Shevuot chapter 8:1, 28,29Tosephta Shevuot end chapter 3; Babylonian Talmud Shavuot 30b :Shulchan Aruch Choshen Mishpot 17:8;; chapter 123,124; Malkos 7b ; Rambam Sanedhrin 21:8 ; Responsa Radvaz part1 responsa #331

It is of interest to note that Moshe Rabenu-Moses of the Bible is referred to as Elokim Ish Elokim Certainly, the reference to Moses as Elokim means that he was a leader or prophet.

In Exodus 3:16 G-d convinces Moses to assume the leadership of the Exodus from Egypt even though he stammered and was not able to talk well since his brother Aaron would be his spokesman and Moses would be Elokim his mentor. In Psalms 90:1 and Ezra 3:2 Moses is referred as Ish Elokim -man of G-d or prophet of G-d.
The citations previously mentioned Exodus 21:5 and 22:7 refer to the cases that litigants are instructed to come before Elokim—the Rabbinical court. Likewise Elokim lo sekallel in Exodus 22:28 You shall not curse Elokim means you shall not curse the judges of the Rabbinical Court.